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Introduction
An analysis of the Deloitte Irish CFO Survey with European
data reveals growth opportunities for Irish organisations
amid global uncertainty. Now is the time for businesses to
invest in talent, technology and an ambitious strategy to
capture the potential for growth.
F. Scott Fitzgerald said that the mark of
intelligence is being able to hold two ideas
in mind simultaneously yet maintain the
ability to function. That is an apt description
for the mindset required of CFOs today who
face pent-up demand for growth and talent
following two years of uncertainty fueled
by COVID-19 and BREXIT whilst also being
faced with the current geopolitical upheaval.
Despite this, results from the Irish CFO
survey show cautious optimism for the 12
months ahead.
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Our latest Deloitte Irish CFO Survey, and the
corresponding European survey, reveals that
the invasion of Ukraine has delivered a sharp
shock to business sentiment, which had been
steadily recovering as the pandemic-driven
lockdown measures lifted. CFOs now report
a record level of risk driven by geopolitics
and inflation. The immediate implications of
the geopolitical situation are high inflation,
low growth and supply chain disruptions
caused by the rising cost of raw materials,
commodities, energy, and transport.
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And yet, the survey also reveals opportunity amid
the risk. Many CFOs across Europe are optimistic
on CAPEX, employee hiring and revenue – all
indicators that they expect their business to grow.
The results show a continued focus on investment
and expansion as a top balance sheet priority.

We also present some analysis of the findings
and suggest actions that CFOs can take in
their businesses to best position them to take
advantage of those growth opportunities — while
bearing in mind the implications of changes in
the tax landscape for businesses looking to grow.

In this report, we break out the Irish data and
compare it in places to the sentiments of their
counterparts across Europe. We will drill into
several key themes:

Despite the understandable negative sentiment
caused by external events, CFO’s should consider
that now is a good time to invest proactively in
talent development, technology adoption and
organisational strategy.

•

Business confidence

•

The talent dilemma

•

Investment in Artificial Intelligence (AI),
anayltics and machine learning

•

The changing tax environment

And yet, the survey also reveals opportunity amid the risk. Many CFOs
across Europe are optimistic on CAPEX, employee hiring and revenue
– all indicators that they expect their business to grow.
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Inflation overtakes finance leaders’ expectations
Inflation is outpacing finance professionals’
expectations as uncertainty continues over the
macroeconomic climate. Our survey was conducted
before the April inflation figures were released; at this
time Irish finance leaders thought the inflation rate
for the consumer price index in Ireland and Europe
would be 5.68% and 5.52%, respectively. Yet when the
latest figures were published, Ireland’s rate was 7%,
and Europe’s was 7.5%. Ireland is not an outlier by any
means; what’s clear from our survey is that events are
moving faster than finance leaders can keep up with.
The European survey shows CFOs believe inflation will
continue to surge and be a longer-term problem, with
the average inflation rate in 12 months (March 2023)
to increase to a multiple of the 4.01 per cent inflation
in Autumn 2021 edition of the survey. Inflation fears
are significantly higher in the non-Euro area than in
the Euro area.
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Inflation at a glance
CFO’s expectations versus actual rates
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What the survey findings
reveal about CFO concerns
Increased Irish business confidence compared to
European norm.
Financial prospects
Over one third (35%) of Irish respondents are
confident about the financial prospects for their
company, which is more optimistic compared to the
European average of 18%.
Financial and economic uncertainty
63% of Irish CFOs believe their firms are facing a high
level of financial and economic uncertainty, yet this is
almost 20% lower than the European average, where
79% expected high levels of uncertainty.
CAPEX investment:
39% of Irish businesses expect to increase CAPEX
relative to the European average of 33%.
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Over one third (35%)
of Irish respondents
are confident about the
financial prospects for their
company, which is more
optimistic compared to the
European average of 18%.
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When assessing the prospects for their businesses
over the coming 12 months, Irish finance
professionals are more confident than their peers
across Europe. The Irish results show leaders are
almost twice as optimistic about growth even
as the external financial and economic situation
remains uncertain. Over one-third of Irish
respondents (35%) are more confident about the
financial prospects for their company compared
to the European average of 18%, due to factors
such as Ireland’s trade corridors with the US and
historical technology investment.
Two-thirds of Irish respondents anticipate their
revenues will increase (63% vs 58% in the European
area as a whole), while fewer respondents in Ireland
expect revenues to fall (16% vs 21%).

Asked to rate the overall level of external financial
and economic uncertainty facing their business,
63% of Irish respondents said the level was high,
but this was almost 20% lower than the European
average, where 79% of business leaders expect
high levels of economic uncertainty. One-third
of Irish respondents say the current business
environment is normal – almost double the
European average, where just 17% of respondents
felt likewise.
Irish CFOs cited cost reduction as the biggest
strategic priority for their businesses over the
next 12 months, followed by decreasing OPEX. In
uncertain times such as these, a default position
is often to cut costs where possible. Instead,
we believe CFOs should see this moment as an
opportunity to invest, examine the potential for
M&A, and prepare for expansion.
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Top five priorities for Irish CFOs
over the next 12 months
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

Cost reduction
Decreasing operating expenditure (OPEX)
Organic growth
Introducing new products/services
Increasing capital expenditure (CAPEX)
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Business confidence
Comparing changes in key metrics over the next 12 months

Brian’s Top insight for CFOs to adopt
a long-term approach to business
growth:
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• We are seeing this approach pay off:
we know from Deloitte’s involvement in
the ‘Ireland’s Best Managed Companies’
programme that nominees are gearing
up for expansion and see now as the
time to invest.
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• CFO’s should seek to shift focus from
decreasing OPEX tactically to making
strategic investments to prime the
business for growth and reduce OPEX
permanently. More Irish businesses
expect to actively increase CAPEX
relative to European firms (39% vs 33%)
and are less likely to reduce it (9% in
Ireland vs 23% across Europe).
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The talent development dilemma:
expanding the team and enhancing skills
Talent development
89% of Irish CFOs believe talent development is a
strategic priority to invest in for the future of the
finance team

Recruitment
47% of Irish finance leaders expect to increase
their employee count over the next 12 months.

Shortage of skilled employees
76% of organisations believe there’s a shortage
of skilled labour available in the Irish market.
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It’s telling that a shortage of skilled professionals
poses the most significant risk to business outside
of external factors such as the economic outlook
or geopolitical threats. A shortage of skilled
professionals ranked considerably ahead of other
risks such as cyber risk, reduction in consumer
demand, or increased regulations.
Irish finance leaders ranked talent development as
one of their most important priorities over the next
12 months. The survey also tells us that 47% of Irish
finance leaders expect to recruit more employees
over the next 12 months, and 49% expect staff
numbers to remain the same.
UN population projections estimate that by 2050,
the number of individuals aged 15 to 29 will
shrink by almost 11 per cent in Europe from 2020.
Similarly, the Irish Fiscal Advisory Council estimates
that Ireland’s working-age population will drop
from 65% of the population in 2020 to 56% of the
population by 2050.
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Key talent development
considerations for CFOs

Furthermore, young people enter the labour
market later, often after pursuing tertiary
education, reducing the pool of young people for
hire. Meanwhile, a significant part of the workforce
is approaching retirement. In this environment,
attracting talent remains essential to business
success.

• Embrace hybrid ways of working by
defining hybrid workplace strategies
that give employees more flexibility
with their working hours.
• Formulate a talent development plan
that enhances existing employees’
capabilities, so they feel valued for
their contribution to the business
and motivated to stay.

This data paints an interesting picture. Almost
half of CFOs want to grow their teams, but an
even more significant number said the skills aren’t
available in the market. Nearly 90% of firms are
looking at redeveloping and retaining their team
because 76% believe there’s a shortage of skilled
people. There are significant implications for talent
retention and attraction: given the responses
above, employee welfare and development are
becoming a key focus for CFOs. Interestingly, our
survey found that 47% of respondents work longer
hours than before COVID-19.
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AI adoption and planning lays
a path to technology maturity
Current use of technology
24% of CFOs are already using Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and machine learning
technologies across their organisation.

Technological skills for the future
72% of Irish finance leaders believe data
preparation/data wrangling is an important
skill for the future of their finance team.

Investment in analytics and AI technology: a
two-folded opportunity
CFOs who invest in AI and analytics skills
development programmes can both improve
employee retention and drive efficiences.
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24%

of CFOs are currently
using AI and
machine learning
technologies

7%

are in evaluation/
piloting stages

predictive analytics and uncovering insights from
data that can improve business decision-making.

17%

plan to use these
technologies in
the future

The majority of finance leaders recognise the
importance of data transformation. Our survey
shows that businesses in Ireland’s highly digitalfocused and tech-enabled economy, have a
strong appetite for artificial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning technologies. This breaks down
to 13% using them broadly today, 11% for specific
activities, and 7% in evaluation or piloting phases.
A further 17% plan to deploy them in the future.
This is a positive trend, with one in four using AI
and Machine Learning in some regard, suggesting
that many Irish businesses are at the forefront of
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When talent is in short supply, businesses that
don’t provide a flexible work environment and
a culture of continual skills development are in
danger of losing experienced staff or of difficulties
in recruiting new people. At the same time,
technology is a critical part of improving the
employee experience in the workplace. The survey
shows that almost one in four CFOs already use
AI and machine learning technologies in their
finance teams. CFOs that realise the importance
of investing in these skills for the future can
improve employee retention whilst simultaneously
improving efficiencies. For example, analytics and
AI development programmes will free up their
teams’ time to work on higher-value projects such
as analytical reviews of business performance,
providing insight that the business can use to help
its decision-making.
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CFOs that realise the importance of these
skills for the future can both improve
employee retention through Analytics
and AI skills development programmes,
but also free up their teams’ time to work
on higher-value projects like analytical
reviews of business performance and
providing insight that informs better
decision-making.

Daniel’s advice on how to utilise AI and
machine learning to streamline your
finance function:
• Investment in analytical technologies
skillsets is critical for the future according to
CFO survey with this data, visualisation, and
analytics cited in the top skills required.

DA NIE L G A F F N E Y
PA R T N E R
Co n s ul t i n g

tech
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• Ireland has been a market leader across
Europe in the adoption of analytical
capability to date – we would encourage
Irish CFOs to leverage this platform to
remain at the forefront for next generation
of digital tools including artificial intelligence
and cloud-based forecasting to drive a
more connected and insight driven finance
function.
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Tax considerations for CFOs
The shifting tax landscape is also occupying
CFOs. From our survey, the biggest priority for
Irish indigenous respondents is tax controversy
and Revenue audits (both Irish and foreign).
This suggests that the greatest concern for Irish
indigenous enterprises and groups may be in
managing increasingly complex audits and Revenue
interactions. The most important priority for multinationals was the mandatory disclosure of crossborder arrangements, followed by OECD tax reform
proposals.
The results would suggest that while international
tax issues and BEPS measures such as the interest
limitation rules are talking points among larger
industry players, CFOs in primarily domestic and
indigenous enterprises do not see them as an
immediate or important concern. Notwithstanding
this, the survey points to a forecasted increase in
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Top CFO tax considerations
for the next 12 months

1
Tax controversy and Revenue audits
(both Irish and foreign)

2
Mandatory disclosure of cross
border arrangements (DAC6)

3
Interest Limitation Rules
OECD Tax reform proposals
(Pillar 1 and Pillar 2)
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revenues, employee headcount and in
particular CAPEX in the coming years;
the question which therefore arises is
the ability of domestic and indigenous
enterprises to finance such expansion,
and the related tax implications of same.
In addition, forecasted increases in
employee headcount would suggest
that we may see increased Revenue
audits on payroll matters. From working
with our client base, we are noticing
a trend of more tax authority audits
and interventions, both in Ireland and
abroad. There is strong demand among
many businesses to become better
equipped and informed about the new
code of intervention.

Lorraine’s take-home tax considerations for CFOs:
• Carry out a self-review or health check to examine how
the business is managing its tax obligations.
• Become familiar with new code of Compliance
Interventions.
• Assess whether your business is ready for the new
tax arrangements as the business scales and grows –
especially if expanding in new overseas markets.

LO R R A IN E G R IF FIN
PA R T N E R
Ta x
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How we carried out the survey
Deloitte has conducted the CFO Survey since 2015, asking
finance leaders to share their views on a range of themes
relevant to their roles, including the economy, business
strategy, and technology adoption.
This latest survey sought the opinions of more than 1,300
CFOs in 13 countries across Europe. For the Irish results,
Deloitte engaged with 75 CFOs across many sectors ranging
from tourism, construction, and retail to manufacturing,
healthcare, and transport. They represent a mix of familyowned businesses, private equity owned entities publicly
listed companies or firms with a small group of shareholders.
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At Deloitte, we make an impact that matters for our clients, our people, our profession, and in the wider
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